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Traceformulas are useful in the study of resonances. In this article, we work in
a semi-classical black box framework and obtain a traceformula of the same type
as that of the second author, now for the resonances in h-dependent domains of size
h, and under somewhat more restrictive assumptions. As an application, we extend
to a long range situation a result by V. Petkov and M. Zworski on BreitWigner
peaks in the scattering phase.  2001 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we continue the study of traceformulas which relates
resonances (‘‘scattering poles’’) to functions of the given operator. The
traceformula of BardosGuillotRalston [1] with an important improve-
ment of R. Melrose [8] relates resonances to the trace of the wave group
for operators which coincide with &2Rn outside some compact set, when
n is odd. This formula was further generalized by Sjo strand and Zworski
[18], using the abstract framework introduced in [16]. While the works
[1, 8, 18] were based on the LaxPhillips theory, new and more direct
approaches were developed by Guillope and Zworski [6] in the case of
certain Riemann surfaces, Zworski [22] for the same case as in [18], and
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Sjo strand [14] for a local trace formula in the semi-classical setting.
Further developments can be found in [15] and [23]. In these papers one
works more directly with determinants and arguments from the theory of
functions of one complex variable, as was previously done for obtaining
upper bounds on the density of resonances. See Bony [2] and references
to earlier works given there.
The formula in [14, 15] is not exact, but has the advantage of using only
the resonances in some fixed domain in the complex plane. Moreover, it is
valid for a wide class of long range perturbations of the Laplacian. The
goal of the present work is to prove a refinement of that formula, which
applies to the resonances in domains that shrink when the semi-classical
parameter h tends to zero. The diameter of the domains can be of order h.
The motivation comes from works by Petkov and Zworski [10, 11] who
manage to study resonances in such small domains for compactly sup-
ported perturbations of the Laplacian, using arguments of scattering theory.
They derive interesting results about BreitWigner peaks. The recent work
[11] contains a local trace formula as in our Theorem 1.3 (which is not
used for studying the BreitWigner peaks). Using the traceformula in small
domains, we extend the study of these peaks to the long range case.
The main ingredient of the proof is the local trace formula that we recall
in Theorem 1.1 below for resonances in an h-independent domain. We
combine it with an approximation argument for functions of one complex
variable. For a more explicit application we also use an upper bound on
the number of resonances in small domains by one of the authors [2]. In
this application, it turned out to be convenient to use results by Robert
[13] and eventually by Bruneau and Petkov [4] about the scattering
phase.
All the quantities will depend on a Planck’s constant h # ]0, h0], h0>0.
We make the usual assumptions of the black box setting (see [15] and the
references given there). Let Hj , j=0, 1 be a pair of complex separable
Hilbert spaces with an orthogonal decomposition
Hj=H
j
R0 L
2(Rn"B(0, R0)), (H.1)
where R0>0 and B(x, R)=[ y # Rn; |x& y|<R]. We consider two
unbounded self-adjoint operators depending on h,
Pj : Hj  Hj , j=0, 1, (H.2)
with domain Dj=D(P j). Recall that the multiplication operator u [ u is
well defined and O(1): Hj  Hj if  # L(Rn) is equal to a constant on
B(0, R0). Equip Dj with its natural norm and equip H2(Rn) with the
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h-dependent norm &(hD) u&L2 , where (!)=(1+|!|2)12, and assume
that
1&/ : Dj  H2(Rn), H2(Rn)  Dj , (H.3)
are uniformly bounded with respect to h, if / # C 0 (R
n) is equal to 1 near
B(0, R0). We suppose
1B(0, R0)(Pj+i)
&1 is compact. (H.4)
We also assume that
(Pju) |R n"B(0, R0)=Qj (u |Rn"B(0, R0)), for all u # Dj , (H.5)
where Qj is a differential operator of the form
Qj= :
|:| 2
a j:(x; h)(hDx)
:, (H.6)
with a j:(x; h) bounded in C

b (the space of bounded C
 functions on Rn
with bounded derivatives of all orders) and a j:(x; h) does not depend on h
for |:|=2 (a j:(x; h)=a
j
:(x) for |:|=2). We further assume that Qj is a
formally self-adjoint operator on L2(Rn) with
:
|:|=2
a j:(x) !
:
1
C
|!|2, (H.7)
:
|:|2
a j:(x; h) !
:  !2, as |x|  , (H.8)
uniformly with respect to h.
To define the resonances, we make the following analyticity assumption:
there exist %0 # ]0, ?2[, =>0 and R1>R0 such that the coefficients
a j:(x; h) extend holomorphically in x to
1=[r|; | # Cn, dist(|, Sn)<=, r # ei[0, %0]]R1 , +[], (H.9)
with  |:|2 a j:(z; h) !
:  !2 as |z|  , z # 1 and uniformly with respect to
h. Let T=(RRZ)n, where R>2R0 , so that B(0, R0) can be viewed as a
subset of T. We introduce the orthogonal sum
H*j =H
j
R0 L
2(T"B(0, R0)). (H.10)
We can construct a self-adjoint operator P*j on H
*
j as in [16]. Let
N(P*j , I ) denote the number of eigenvalues of P
*
j in the interval I. We
assume
N(P*j , [&*, *])=O((*h
2)n
*
j 2), *1, (H.11)
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for some number n*j n. The assumption (H.11) does not depend on the
choice of H*j and P
*
j .
With these hypotheses, we can define the resonances with the method of
complex scaling (see [14]). Let Res(Pj) be the set of resonances of Pj . If
the quantity ,j depends on j, we put [,j]10=,1&,0 . We assume
|[a j:(z; h)]
1
0 |O(1)(z)
&n~ , (H.12)
for all z # 1 and some n~ >n. Let 0< =0
t<<1 be small enough and let
W //0 be open relatively compact subsets of ei]&2%0 , =0
t]]0, +[. We
assume that these sets are independent of h and that 0 is simply connected.
Let J , I be the intersections between 0 , W , and R, and suppose they are
intervals. We recall from [14, 15]:
Theorem 1.1 (Local trace formula). We assume (H.1), ..., (H.12). For
h>0 sufficiently small the following holds: Let f = f (z; h) be holomorphic
for z # 0 and satisfy | f (z; h)|1, for z # 0 "W . Let /~ # C 0 (J ) be independent
of h, with /~ =1 near I . Then uniformly with respect to f, we have
‘‘tr’’[(/~ f )(Pj)]10=_ :* # Res(Pj) & W f (*)&
1
0
+O(h&n*), (1.1)
where n*=max(n*1 , n
*
2 ).
Remark 1.2. In the previous theorem, the trace of [(/~ f )(P . )]10 has no
sense since H0 , H1 can be distinct. We define ‘‘tr’’[(/~ f )(Pj)]10 as follows
‘‘tr’’[(/~ f )(Pj)]10=[tr(,(/~ f )(Pj) ,+,(/~ f )(Pj)(1&,)
+(1&,)(/~ f )(Pj) ,)]10+tr[(1&,)(/~ f )(P j)(1&,)]
1
0 ,
(1.2)
where , # C 0 (R
n) is equal to 1 in a neighborhood of B(0, R0). This quan-
tity is independent on the choice of ,. If the two operators act on the same
space, the pseudo-trace ‘‘tr’’ is in fact the real trace.
To have the local trace formula in domains of size h, we introduce the
following assumptions. Let 0<E1<E2< be independent of h. We
suppose that
For all g # C 0 (]E1 , E2[), with diam supp g2h, | g
(k)|

Ck(g)
hk
, k0, _C=C(C0 , C1 , ..., CN0), for some fixed (H.13)
N0 , such that |‘‘tr’’[ g(Pj)]10 |Ch
1&n*.
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_C>0 such that for every interval I/]E1 , E2[ of length
|I |h :*\Res(Pj) & \I&i _0, |I |C_++C |I | h&n*, j=0, 1. (H.14)
Let =0>0 and let W//0//[z # C; Im z=0] be relatively open in
[z # C; Im z=0]. We assume that I=R & W and J=R & 0 are intervals
and we fix / # C 0 (J) with /=1 near I . Let E0 # ]E1 , E2 [ and put
Wh=E0+hW, 0h=E0+h0. (1.3)
Theorem 1.3. We assume (H.1), ..., (H.14). Let f = f (z; h) be holo-
morphic for z # 0h with | f (z; h)|1 for z # 0h"Wh . Then
‘‘tr’’ _/ \Pj&E0h + f (Pj ; h)&
1
0
=_ :* # Res(Pj) & Wh f (z; h)&
1
0
+O(h1&n*), (1.4)
where the estimate is uniform with respect to f, as well as with respect to E0 ,
when E0 varies in a compact subset of ]E1 , E2[.
In the case of compactly supported perturbations of the Laplacian this
result was recently obtained by Petkov and Zworski [11]. They were also
able to weaken the holomorphy assumption in the upper half-plane.
We now give an example. Let Pj be self-adjoint operators satisfying
(H.1)(H.12). We also suppose that a j: (z; h) has an asymptotic develop-
ment in powers of h
a j: (z; h)t :

k=0
a j:, k (z) h
k, (H.15)
where z # 1 and a j:, k (z) # C

b (1 ). The semiclassical principal symbol of Qj
is defined as follows:
qj (x, !)= :
|:|2
a j:, 0 (x) !
:. (1.5)
As before, we fix 0<E1<E2< and we now assume that qj (x, !) has no
critical value in [E1 , E2]. This means that
{qj (x, !){0 for all (x, !) such that qj (x, !) # [E1 , E2]. (H.16)
We add to (H.11) the assumption
N(P*j , I )=O(1) |I | h
&n*, (H.17)
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for every subinterval I/[E1 , E2] of length |I |h. To use the theorems of
Bruneau and Petkov, the coefficients must decrease sufficiently quickly. So
we suppose that there exists $>0 such that, for each ; # N,
};x \ :
|:| 2
a j: (x; h) !
:&!2+}C; (x) &$&;, (H.18)
for x # Rn, |!|1 and uniformly with respect to h. We also assume that for
some C>0, q1, we have
Im z<&exp(&Ch&q), (H.19)
whenever z is a resonance of Pj with Re z # [E1 , E2]. Burq [5] has shown
that the hypothesis (H.19) is fulfilled in many situations. Finally, suppose
that
Pj has no eigenvalues in [E1 , E2]. (H.20)
Corollary 1.4. Let Pj satisfy the assumptions (H.1)(H.12) and
(H.15)(H.20). Then Theorem 1.3 applies.
The plan of the paper is the following:
In Section 2 we deduce Corollary 1.4 from Theorem 1.3 and the results
of [2, 4, 13]. In Section 3, we establish an elementary approximation
property for holomorphic functions of one variable. In Section 4, we com-
bine the approximation result with Theorem 1.1 to prove Theorem 1.3. In
Section 5, we use Theorem 1.3 to give a new approach to the BreitWigner
asymptotics of [10, 11], now in the long range case.
2. PROOF OF THE COROLLARY
We make the assumptions of Corollary 1.4. It follows from [2] that the
assumption (H.14) is satisfied after an arbitrarily small decrease of the
interval ]E1 , E2 [. To see that the assumption (H.13) is satisfied we first
apply the BirmanKrein formula
tr[ g(Pj)]10=&| g$(E) !(E; h) dE, (2.1)
where ! is the scattering phase associated to the couple (P0 , P1) (see [4,
13] and the references given there). According to [4], which generalizes
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some results of [13] in the semi-classical black box framework, we know
that
!(E; h)&!(E ; h)=O(h1&n*), (2.2)
for E, E # ]E1 , E2 [ with |E&E |h. Let g(x; h) be as in (H.13) and
E(h) # ]E1 , E2 [ such that supp g/[E(h)&h, E(h)+h]. Then
tr[ g(Pj)]10=&| g$(E; h)(!(E; h)&!(E(h); h)) dE=O(h1&n*). (2.3)
We have then verified the assumption (H.13) and Corollary 1.4 follows
from Theorem 1.3. K
3. APPROXIMATION OF SOME HOLOMORPHIC FUNCTIONS
Let 0h=E0+h0, Wh=E0+hW be as in Section 1. Choose :>0 with
the property that
z # 0 O |Re z|<:. (3.1)
Let 0<b<a<#< be constants and put
B=R+i]b&2a, b]. (3.2)
We have the following result for h small enough depending on 0, W,a, b, #:
Proposition 3.1. Let f(z) be a holomorphic function on 0h with | f (z)|1
for z # 0h"Wh . Then there exists a holomorphic function f on the interior of
B, int B, such that
| f (z)& f (z)|C, z # Wh & \R+i &&, =0h2 _+ , (3.3)
| f (z)|C exp \& 1C \
|z&E0 |
h +
;
+ , for z # B"Wh , (3.4)
with Im z
=0h
2
+ inf
|E0&t|2:h
- (Re z&t)2+#2&#.
Here =0 is the constant in the definition of 0, W, and C>0, 0<;<1 are
suitable constants which depend on 0, W, a, b, # but not on f.
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Proof. Let / # C 0 (0) be equal to 1 near W and let
/h (z)=/ \z&E0h + . (3.5)
We start by solving
z u=& f z (/h) (3.6)
in a subdomain of 0h and without taking into account the jump discon-
tinuity of / at the upper horizontal boundary of 0h , where Im z==0h. Let
g # Lcomp (C). Then
g~ (z)=
1
?
k(z)
z
V g(z)=
1
? |
k(z&z~ )
z&z~
g(z~ ) L(dz) (3.7)
solves the equation
z g~ = g, (3.8)
provided that k(z) is holomorphic in an open neighborhood V of 0 and
satisfies k(0)=1. (Here V denotes convolution and L(dz) is the Lebesgue
measure.) Of course, g~ (z) is defined only at the points z with
[z]&supp g/V. We choose
k(z)=
e&(c+izh);
e&c;
, (3.9)
with ; # ]0, 1[, c>0 independent of h. We choose c large enough so that
Im z+c2=0 , \z # 0 , (3.10)
and choose the principal branch of log z and of z;=e; log z on C"]&, 0].
Then k(z) is well defined for c+izh  ]&, 0], i.e., for z  i[ch, +[.
The function
u(z)=&
1
?
k
z
V ( fz /h) (3.11)
=&
1
?h |
k(z&z~ )
z&z~
f (z~ )(z /) \z~ &E0h + L(dz~ ) (3.12)
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is then well defined in C (C"(0 h+i[ch, +[)). Moreover, by using
polar coordinates in the preceding integral, we see that
|u(z)|C sup
z~ # 0h
|k(z&z~ )|, (3.13)
since | f |1 on supp z /h . Here the constant C depends on &z /&L and
on the diameter of the support of /, but not on k. If 0<;<;$<1, then
there exists C=C;, ;$>0 such that
|e&z;|e&|z|;C for z # C"]&, 0], |arg z|<
?
2;$
, (3.14)
since
|e&z;|=e&|z|; cos(; arg z).
If c is large enough, then considering the argument of (z&E0&ihc)&
(z~ &E0), we see that
|k(z&z~ )|Ce&(|z&z~ |h);C, (3.15)
for z~ # 0h , |arg i(z&(E0+i=0h))|< ?2;$ , where C depends on ;, ;$, and c.
Choosing ; sufficiently small, it follows from (3.13), (3.15) that (3.4) holds
with f replaced by u. It is also clear that
|u(z)|O(1) in 0h . (3.16)
The function
f =/ f +u (3.17)
is defined and holomorphic on C"([E0&:h, E0+:h]+i[=0h, +[) and
(3.3), (3.4) hold with f replaced by f .
Let =h # C 0 (B) be equal to 1 in a neighborhood of [E0&:h,
E0+:h]+i[=0h, b] and with support in ]E0&2:h, E0+2:h[+i]2=0h3, b].
Let
f =(1&) f +v, (3.18)
where v is a suitable solution of
z v= f z . (3.19)
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We choose
v=
1
?
k
z
V f z , (3.20)
with a new function k,
k(z)=e(&z2&2i#z)$, (3.21)
where $>0 may depend on f , h. Instead of (3.13), we now have
|v(z)|( sup
z~ # ]E0&2:h, E0+2:h[ +i]2=0 h3, b[
|k(z&z~ )| ) A( f , , h), (3.22)
where A>0 depends on everything except z. Here
Re(&z2&2i#z)=&(Re z)2+(Im z)2+2# Im z (3.23)
=&(Re z)2+(Im z+#)2&#2, (3.24)
which is not positive for
&2#&(- (Re z)2+#2&#)Im z(- (Re z)2+#2&#). (3.25)
If we note
K(z)= sup
z~ # ]E0&2:h, E0+2:h[ +i]2=0 h3, b[
Re(&(z&z~ )2&2i#(z&z~ )), (3.26)
then K(z)0 for
(b&2#)& inf
|t|<2:h
(- (Re z&E0&t)2+#2&#)Im z

2=0h
3
+ inf
|t| <2:h
(- (Re z&E0&t)2+#2&#)
and K(z)&\(h)<0 for
b&2a<Im z<
=0h
2
+ inf
|t|<2:h
(- (Re z&E0&t)2+#2&#). (3.27)
Hence for z as in (3.27),
|v(z)|e&\(h)$A( f , , h), (3.28)
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where A does not depend on $. It is therefore possible to arrange so that
|v(z)|e&1h in the same domain and the proposition follows from this
estimate, (3.18), and the estimates on f . K
4. PROOF OF THE THEOREM
Let 0h , Wh , and f be as in Theorem 1.3. Let b, a, # be as in Proposi-
tion 3.1. Put
0 =E0+(]&a, a[+i]b&2a, b]) (4.1)
W =E0+\&&a2 ,
a
2_+i &b&
3a
2
, b&+ . (4.2)
If a, # are fixed and we choose b>0 sufficiently small, we see that the
function f of Proposition 3.1 satisfies
| f |C exp \& 1C \
|z&E0 |
h +
;
+ , (4.3)
for z # 0 "W and for z # 0 "Wh with Im z=0 h2 . We also recall (3.3),
which says that
| f (z)& f (z)|C, (4.4)
for z # Wh with Im z=0 h2 .
If a is sufficiently small, we can apply Theorem 1.1 and get for
/~ # C 0 (E0+]&a, a[) equal to 1 near E0+[&
a
2 ,
a
2],
‘‘tr’’[(/~ f )(Pj)]10=_ :z # Res(Pj) & W f (z)&
1
0
+O(h&n*) e&1Ch;. (4.5)
According to (H.14), the number of resonances of Pj in Wh is O(h1&n
*
)
and the number of resonances in W k, h=[z # W ; (k&1) h|z&E0 |<kh]
is O(1)(kh1&n*) for k # N. It follows from this and from (4.3), (4.4) that
} :z # Res(Pj) & W f (z)& :z # Res(Pj) & Wh f (z) }
 :
z # Res(Pj) & Wh
| f (z)& f (z)|+ :
z # Res(Pj) & (W "Wh)
| f (z)| (4.6)
C \h1&n*+ :

k=1
h1&n*k exp(&k;C)+ (4.7)
C h1&n*. (4.8)
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Equation (4.5) now shows that
‘‘tr’’[(/~ f )(Pj)]10=_ :z # Res(Pj) & Wh f (z)&
1
0
+O(h1&n*). (4.9)
Similarly, we shall approximate the LHS by ‘‘tr’’[(/h f )(Pj)]10 . The func-
tion /h ( f & f ) has its support in an interval of length O(h) and (4.4) and
the Cauchy inequality imply that
|(/h ( f & f )) (k)|Ckh&k. (4.10)
Using the assumption (H.13), we get
‘‘tr’’[(/h ( f & f ))(Pj)]10=O(h
1&n*). (4.11)
Let g # C 0 ([&1, 1]; [0, 1]) satisfy
:
k # Z
g(x+k)=1. (4.12)
Put
gk (E)= g \E&E0h +k+ , (4.13)
jk (E)= gk (E) f (E)(/~ (E)&/h (E)). (4.14)
According to (4.3) and the Cauchy inequality, we get
| j (&)k |C&h
&&e&k;C. (4.15)
Since the diameter of the support of jk (E) is smaller than 2h, it follows
from the hypothesis (H.13) that
‘‘tr’’[ jk (Pj)]10=O(1) e
&k;Ch1&n*, (4.16)
and since k jk= f (/~ &/h), we have
‘‘tr’’[( f (/~ &/h))(Pj)]10=O(1) h
1&n*. (4.17)
The estimate of the theorem now follows from (4.9), (4.11), and (4.17). K
5. APPLICATION TO THE SCATTERING PHASE
The result below was obtained by Petkov and Zworski [11] (see also
[10]), in the case of operators equal to &h22 outside some compact set.
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Using the trace formula we give a new proof which relies less on scattering
theory and which allows us to include also long range perturbations. We
recall that !(E; h) is the scattering phase associated to the couple (P0 , P1),
and below we shall consider that it is defined by the BirmanKrein formula
(2.1).
Theorem 5.1. We assume (H.1), ..., (H.14) and let E0 vary in some
compact subset of ]E1 , E2 [. Then for 1C, h>0 small enough and for
0<$hC we have for all , # C 0 (]E0&$, E0+$[),
&| ,(E) !$(E; h) dE=_ :
|z&E0 | <h
z # Res(Pj)
| ,(E) |(z, dE)&
1
0
+O(1) | |,(E)| dEh&n*, (5.1)
where
|(z, dE)=
1
?
&Im z
|z&E|2
dE (5.2)
when Im z<0 and |(z, dE)=$(E&z) dE when z is real.
Remark 5.2. In case !(E; h) is continuous in E we see by an obvious
limiting procedure that (5.1) holds with ,=1[E0&$, E0+$] as in [11].
Proof. We take W=]&1, 1[+i]&1, =[ and 0=]&2, 2[+i]&2, =[
with = sufficiently small. With , as in the theorem, we have
| ,(E) !$(E; h) dE=| ,(E) / \E&E0h + !$(E; h) dE, (5.3)
where / # C 0 (R) is as in Theorem 1.3, with Wh , 0h as in (1.3). For con-
venience, we change coordinates and set
E=E0+th (5.4)
w(t; h)=!(E0+th; h). (5.5)
Equation (5.3) becomes
| ,(E) !$(E; h) dE=| ,(E0+th) /(t) w$(t; h) dt. (5.6)
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In the sense of the oscillatory integrals, we can represent the Dirac
measure as $(x)=12?  eix! d!. Following Lebeau [7] we set !=
{+iax |{|, with a>0, and get
$(x)=
1
2? | \1+ia
{
|{|
x+ eix{&a |{| x2 d{= 12? | fa, { (x) d{. (5.7)
Here the integral should be taken in the sense of oscillatory integrals, for
instance as the limit in D$(R) of $’ , when ’z0, where
$’=
1
2? \|{0 fa, { (x+i’) d{+|{0 fa, { (x&i’) d{+ .
We can write
| ,(E) !$(E; h) dE=
1
2? | | ,(E0+ht)( fa, { V /w$)(t; h) dt d{
=
1
2? | | | ,(E0+ht) fa, { (t&s) /(s) w$(s; h) dt ds d{.
(5.8)
Here the last integral should be viewed as an oscillatory one.
We fix { and |t|<$h. Assume first that {>0 and look at the integral in s:
| fa, { (t&s) /(s) w$(s; h) ds
=| fa, { \t&E&E0h + / \
E&E0
h + !$(E; h) dE
=‘‘tr’’ _ fa, { \th&Pj+E0h + / \
Pj&E0
h +&
1
0
. (5.9)
We want to apply Theorem 1.3, so we look for an upper bound for
| fa, { ((th&E+E0)h)| when E # 0h"Wh .
| fa, { ((th&E+E0)h)|
=|1&ia(E&E0&th)h| |e{(&i(E&E0&th)h&a(E&E0&th)
2h2)|
O(1) e{((Im E)h&a(Re(E&E0&th))2h2+a(Im E)2h2) (5.10)
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with |t| h<$. In the domain E # E0+h([1, 2[+i]&2, =[), we have
| fa, { ((th&E+E0)h)|O(1) e{(=+a=
2&a(1&t)2)O(1) e&{C, (5.11)
if we take $h, a<<1, and then =<<1. The O(1) and the constant C of (5.11)
do not depend on t and {. We have the same estimate in the region E0+
h(]&2, &1]+i]&2, =[). Finally, when E # E0+h([&1, 1]+i]&2, &1]),
| fa, { ((th&E+E0)h)|O(1) e{(&1+a)O(1) e&{C, (5.12)
for a<<1. The estimates (5.11), (5.12) also apply to fa, {((th+i’h&E+E0)h),
when ’0 is small. Use now Theorem 1.3 in Eq. (5.9):
| fa, { (t+i’h&s) /(s) w$(s; h) ds
=_ :* # Res(Pj) & Wh fa, { ((th+i’h&*+E0)h)&
1
0
+O(1) h1&n*e&{C.
(5.13)
Now let {<0 and consider
‘‘tr’’ _ fa, { \th&Pj+E0h + / \
Pj&E0
h +&
1
0
. (5.14)
We have
fa, { ((th&E+E0)h)=fa, &{ ((th&E +E0)h). (5.15)
So, as the operators Pj are self-adjoint, we find
‘‘tr’’ _ fa, { \th&ih’&P j+E0h + / \
Pj&E0
h +&
1
0
=‘‘tr’’ _ fa, &{ \th+ih’&Pj+E0h + / \
Pj&E0
h +&
1
0
=_ :* # Res(Pj) & Wh fa, &{ ((th+ih’&*+E0)h)&
1
0
+O(1) h1&n*e{C. (5.16)
Using (5.13) and (5.16) in (5.8), we see that & ,(E) !$(E; h) dE is equal
to the limit when ’z0 of
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1
? _ :* # Res(Pj) & Wh | | ,(E0+ht) 1{>0 Re( fa, { ((th+i’h&*+E0)h)) dt d{&
1
0
+O(1) h1&n* | | |,(E0+ht)| 1{>0 e&{C dt d{
=
1
? _ :* # Res(Pj) & Wh | | ,(E0+ht) 1{>0
_Re( fa, { ((th+i’h&*+E0)h)) dt d{&
1
0
+O(1) | |,(E)| dE h&n*. (5.17)
Let * be a resonance of Pj . If we make the change of variables
!={(1&ia(*&E0&th&i’h)h) in the integral in {, we obtain
| 1{>0 fa, { ((th+i’h&*+E0)h) d{=
&ih
*&E0&th&i’h
. (5.18)
So by (5.17), & ,(E) !$(E; h) dE is the limit when ’z0, of
1
? _ :* # Res(Pj) & Wh | ,(E0+ht) Re \
&ih
*&i’h&E0&th+ dt&
1
0
+O(1) | |,| dE h&n*
=
1
? _ :* # Res(Pj) & Wh | ,(E) Re \
&i
*&i’h&E+ dE&
1
0
+O(1) | |,| dE h&n*
=
1
? _ :* # Res(Pj) & Wh | ,(E)
’h&Im *
|*&i’h&E|2
dE&
1
0
+O(1) | |,| dE h&n*.
Here the remaining estimates are uniform in ’ and we get the theorem by
letting ’  0. K
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